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Mark Your
Calendar

Three Cheers for Masks!

Support Meetings
Due to the Covid-19
quarantine, most
FXAM meetings and
events are cancelled
until further notice.
We will post on our
FXAM Facebook page
if there will be any
virtual meetings/
events. Stay tuned. We
will gather in thanks
after this has passed.
Wishing you continued
health!
Special Events:
September 12, 2020
21st Annual
Golf Outing
See Pages 3 and 4.

Nicholas- He’s only been to
the doctor’s office and hospital
but he’s donned his mask.

Gelfand Family - Three out of
four have masks (Abigail, Elina &
Jacob), and one (Samuel) has his
ears covered. We all have
different priorities.

Andrew - No
sports on TV
but he’s got
sports covered
in his mask!

Fragile X Association
of Michigan
FXAM.org
Contact Information:
313-689-3340
contact@fxam.org

Brentan - hates having anything on his face so we had to practice
watching church on TV with masks. To help him, we made masks for his
guys to model how to keep a mask on. We don’t really take him out in
crowds so he hasn’t needed it in public yet. But because of practice, he is
now up to about 30 - 60 minutes in a mask.
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Three Cheers for Masks!

Austin - As the shirt says,
“It’s all good in the hood”.

Here’s Adam!

Kevin - Follows guidelines
so he can still have some
opportunity in the community.

Riddick - Look out Johnny
Cash, there’s a new man in
black in town.
“Never judge someone
By the way he looks
Or a book by the way it's covered;
For inside those tattered pages,
There's a lot to be discovered”
~ Stephen Cosgrove

Masks are a new part of life, and like anything with our kids with fragile X, sometimes we
need lots of practice. Cassie, Brentan’s mom, had the great idea of mask wearing during
virtual church service and masks for his favorite toys. Autism Little Learners has a great
web page with numerous social stories, in numerous languages, on topics like wearing a
mask, getting my temperature taken, coughing, sneezing and more story, riding the
school bus and so much more. Check it out at:
autismlittlelearners.com/search/label/COVID-19
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I think I’m gonna lose it if...
Austin watches
“Muppet Christmas
Carol” one more time.
~ Sally

I hear Handy Manny
in Japanese one more
time. ~ Elina

the kids don't get
back to school this
fall!! ~ Peggy

one more person
calls the office to
inquire if we knew
there's a tax deadline
coming up. ~ Lexi

Kevin mimics one more
game show host (Drew
Carey, Wayne Brady or
Steve Harvey) giving
away a prize! ~ Marie

Andrew keeps pointing every day
to go out after he already went for
a walk and a drive!
~ Mary Beth

I buy one more mask online
that doesn't fit. ~ Jessica
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Editors:
Mary Beth Langan 313-689-3340
mblangan@hotmail.com
Sally Nantais
734-282-7910
sallyn423@wyan.org

This newsletter is published quarterly and sent to all members
and supporters of FXAM. Permission is granted to reproduce and
distribute this newsletter for noncommercial purposes.
Electronic copies of our newsletter are available on our website.
If you would like to share them with family, friends or
professionals, please share our web address with them.

313-689-3340
contact@fxam.org

FXAM.org

In Memory of Zinovy Soybel
The FXAM family was sad to hear of the passing of Zinovy,
Elina Gelfand’s father, on July 15th, in the arms of his beloved
wife and daughters. His only hope, and wish, was that one
day his grandsons would be cured of fragile X. As his last
good deed on this Earth, he donated his brain to the
University of Michigan Fragile X Clinic for fragile X
research. The Gelfand-Soybel family remains in our thoughts
and prayers. We can't thank Zinovy enough for his last
precious donation!
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